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ABSTRACT 
Nanofluid film on a horizontal tube is investigated numerically on the circular and multi-faceted cylinder. The fluid flow characteristics, including film 
thickness, shear stress, and thermal performance, are observed and analyzed. Fluid film on the circular surface is typical in many engineering 
applications, but the study of nanofluid film on non-circular surface is deficient in literature. The study provides a numerical model of a multi-faceted 
cylinder to simulate the nanofluid film on the non-circular surfaces using a volume of fluid (VOF) method. The ratio of Brownian motion to 
thermophoretic diffusion, NBT developed along the film thickness in phases, in which the dominant phase, the steady-state NBT phase, can be used as 
the average NBT. Although, in general, the heat transfer performance of Alumina and Titania is better than water, producing higher HTC and Nu on 
both cylinders, Water, however, displays significant improvement relative to the base thermal performance of water fluid film on the circular cylinder. 
 
Keywords: Falling film on tube; nanofluid film, Alumina, Titania, heat transfer coefficient; multi-shape, non-circular cylinder, multi-geometry, volume 
of fluid, horizontal tube, wall shear stress. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, the enhancement of thermal performance of heat 
exchanger machines such as refrigeration absorber and desalination 
evaporator has been quite challenging and more demanding as more 
energy efficient machines are required to save operating and maintenance 
cost.  

Beyond the heat exchanger machines, nanofluid study progression has 
been made in non-Newtonian fluid which focuses on the characteristics 
of nanofluid on stretched sheet (Alkasasbeh et al. 2020) and internal flow 
with protruded ribbed (Singh et al. 2018). Nanofluid is likewise a 
prospect to power saving operation in heat exchanger machines 
particularly involving fluid film applications. The study of nanofluid in 
falling film application is also a testament to this development but it still 
has not reached extensive level. Prior work is limited to a subset of 
limited application such as refrigeration absorber involving vertical and 
round surfaces. It has been of interest for a significant period of time but 
the literature has not progressed so much, yet the potential is still very 
much significant.  

Falling film on tube requires low charge refrigerant (J. Ruan et al. 
2018) which is beneficial in producing optimized heat transfer. It also 
provides wide range of surface enhancement method such as 
superhydrophillic (Zheng et al. 2017), surface roughness to improve 
wettability (Bock, Meyer, and Thome 2019) and improved film 
spreading through capillary transport (Eichinger et al. 2018). The 
enhancement of heat transfer in falling film application can be further 
extended by using nanofluid.  

 In falling film with nanofluid, Turkyilmazoglu (2015) found that an 
increase in volume fraction reduces the film thickness which enhance the 
heat transfer. Turkyilmazoglu (2017) also learned that Ag (silver) 
performed the best while Titania the worst due to their thermal 
conductivities. Similar thermal performance was observed on curved 
surface. In general, by increasing nanoparticle concentration, heat 
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transfer was improved attributed to thinner fluid film according to Jani 
(2013). But the author use Alumina nanofluid and depending on the flow 
region, it was reported that the fully developed region contributed to most 
of the thermal enhancement. Even though the generalized assumption of 
increasing nanoparticle volume fraction and thermal conductivity of the 
nanofluid will lead to improved heat transfer, there are other parameters 
that should also be considered. In most experimental work in literature 
involving refrigeration absorber, parameters such as solution flow rate, 
viscosity and stability of the nanofluid were also observed which 
contribute significantly to heat transfer improvement of the nanofluid.  

Common solutions used in combination with water in absorber include 
lithium bromide and ammonia. In lithium bromide (LiBr) solution, 
various nanoparticles were investigated including Copper Oxide, Copper 
(Cu), Fe, Carbon nanotube (CNT) and Fe3O4 which resulted in enhanced 
thermal performance. In investigation by Gao et al. (2020), nanoparticle 
copper oxide effect on falling film absoprtion of LiBr was of area of 
interest. The solution mass transfer flux, mass transfer rate and mass 
transfer coefficient increased as a result of copper oxide nanoparticles. 
The effect is most significant when the inlet temperature is high and 
concentration of solution is low. Ben Hamida et al. (2018) used Copper 
nanoparticles, observed that as volume fraction increased form 0% to 
10%, the absorption performance was enhanced 15%. The enhanced 
performance was observed significantly at Re=55 and below. L. Zhang 
et al. (2018) also observed similar results with increasing solution flow 
rate and nanoparticles mass fraction. But the performance is highly 
dependent on nanoparticle size which decreases with increase particle 
size. The type of nanoparticles is also crucial as Cu nanoparticle found 
to best improve the performance according to the author. Kang et al. 
(2008) suggested that to solve the sedimentation issue, Fe and CNT are 
used. These nanoparticles are not only good candidate to resolve the 
sedimentation issue but able to provide good stability condition. But the 
improvement of the solution mass flow rate increment is more significant 
than increasing the nanoparticles concentration. L. Y. Zhang & Wang 
(2017) investigated with Fe3O4 nanoparticle. In which the key parameters 
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studied were solution flow rate, nanoparticle concentration and size. The 
decrease in nanoparticle size increases the absoprtion rate of water vapor 
and solution concentration difference of inlet and outlet. The authors 
recommended Fe3O4 mass fraction of 0.05% with particle size of 20 nm 
to obtain mass transfer enhancement in the absorber process. Although 
in general the higher nanoparticle concentration contributes to increased 
heat transfer performance, changing the operating parameter such as 
mass flow rate is proven to produce more significant improvement. This 
suggests that many issues remain unexplored in the course of 
understanding the effect of nanoparticle on heat transfer performance, 
particularly the use of carbon nanotube and Fe nanoparticles.  

However, B. Ruan & Jacobi (2012) used multi-wall carbon nanotube 
(MWCNT) in water and ethylene glycol (EG) based fluid and reported 
interesting results. The nanoparticle has caused the water based fluid to 
behave as Newtonian fluid while EG as non-newtonian fluid. The heat 
transfer of nanofluids were lower compared to base fluids. HTC of EG 
decreases with increased MWCNT concentration. HTC of water based 
decreased then increased with increasing MWCNT concentration. In 
base fluids of water and ethylene gylcol, concentration of 0.05, 0.14 and 
0.24 were used in the experiment. Thermal conductivity for water and 
EG base was enhanced by 9% with 0.24% nanoparticle concentration. In 
addition, Sharma et al. (2020) reports that the EG and water combination 
is likely to develop higher entropy generation in both laminar and 
turbulent regiment. However, this is limited to flow in conduit. 
Nonetheless, it raises interest to investigate the fluid film application in 
light of exergy analysis, which could elucidate the mechanism of 
nanofluid that augments the heat transfer. 

Ammonia solution in absorber application also received a lot of focus 
by introducing nanoparticles such as carbon black particles, Fe2O3, 
ZnFeO4, mono silver(Ag), Copper, Copper oxide and Alumina. Li et al. 
(2015) observed an optimum point for mass fraction of the carbon black 
nanoparticles in order to obtain improvement in falling film generation 
rate. The sedimentation, solid-liquid separation and suspension aggregate 
issues is not observed using carbon black nanoparticles but the 
nanoparticle addition was found to enhance absorption process. Optimal 
mass fraction of nanoparticles is also crucial to obtain improved 
absorption performance as Yang et al.(2011) revealed. The enhancing 
effect of nanofluid outperforms enhancement of increase mass fraction 
of ammonia solution. 70% and 50% improvement in absorption ratio was 
obtained by using Fe2O3 and ZnFeO4, which is contrary to what L. Y. 
Zhang & Wang (2017) has learned by using lithium bromide as base 
solution with CNT and Fe nanoparticles. 

 Using 0.02% concentration of mono silver (Ag) nanoparticle, the 
absorption rate was improved by 55% in ammonia solution of falling film 
as Pang et al. (2012) found. The author attributed the mass transfer 
enhancement on enhanced heat transfer through faster mass diffusion in 
the bulk liquid from nanoparticle motion and breaking of the gas bubble. 
Cu, CuO and Al2O3 nanoparticles were used in the experiment in which 
the effective absoprtion performance was improved especially by Cu 
nanoparticle as found by Kim et al. (2006). But the experiment setup is 
not a complete falling film absorber. The bubble was generated using an 
orifice and observed by bubble behavior visualization equipment. Further 
study in actual setup is required to get more data under bubble mode. In 
a numerical investigation, Yang et al. (2014) shows that when the 
absoprtion pressure decreases, the relative intensity effect on absoprtion 
rate is lowered due to variation of thermal conductivity. The model also 
shows that the nanofluid viscosity has low effect on absoprtion 
performance. The author suggest that the model can be used for any 
nanoparticle. 

Brownian motion is the random motion of nanoparticles and 
thermophoretic effect is a phenomenon in which particles diffusing under 
effect of temperature difference (Buongiorno 2006). The effect of 
Brownian motion and thermophoretic are approaches to observe the 
effect of nanoparticle in the base fluid. The work of Malvandi, Ganji, et 
al. (2016) is among the references for study involving particle migration. 
Malvandi, Ghasemi, et al. (2016) investigated the effect of nanoparticle 

migration in nanofluid of film condensation over vertical plate. Brownian 
and thermophoretic effect were considered by using modified 
Buongiorno model. It was observed that increase in temperature different 
at the plate wall increases nanoparticle migration which augment heat 
transfer rate. Increasing nanoparticle diameter intensifies the migration. 
Alumina performs better cooling performance compared to Titania 
nanoparticle in water based nanofluid as shown by the author. Generally 
it was observed that nanoparticle migration moved towards the cold 
surface by thermophoresis mechanism, which is also shown by Malvandi, 
Ghasemi, et al. (2016). Cheng & Peng (2020) investigated the migration 
effect of nanoparticle of film condensation over vertical cylinder by 
using the modified Buongiorno model. The nanoparticles migrated 
toward the cold wall which increased the localized concentration in that 
vicinity. The migration of nanoparticles is increased with decreasing in 
Brownian and Thermophoretic diffusivity ratio. But according to Cheng 
& Peng (2020), the distribution of nanoparticle is uneven along the 
thickness of the film, based on investigation of the nanoparticle migration 
on wavy falling film over a vertical plate using the integral-boundary-
layer (IBL) method. This is also attributed to the temperature difference. 
The effective thermal conductivity is affected by nanoparticle localized 
concentration which increases thermal conductivity locally. The particle 
migration was also observed to affect flow rate and viscosity. Heat 
transfer is also expected to improve with increasing particle 
concentration. 

Many researchers also attempted to improve thermal performance by 
decreasing the surface and interfacial tension of the base fluid by adding 
surfactant in addition to nanoparticle. Wide range of fluid film 
characteristics can be observed using this method which enhance our 
understanding of the effect of nanoparticle and surfactant on base fluid. 
Wen et al. (2018) used MWCNT (multi-walled carbon nanotube) particle 
and the surfactant polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) at high speed agitation 
and ultrasonic vibration were utilized to obtain stable distribution of 
nanoparticle. In this investigation, the author observed that the nanofluid 
contact angle was reduced from 58.5o to 28o. The film thickness also 
reduced by approximately 0.1 mm. Wetting area was also increased by 
21.5%. The thermal conductivity of the nanofluid with 0.1% nanoparticle 
has no significant change. The improvement in dehumidification rate of 
26.1% and 25.9% for surfactant and nanoparticle respectively was 
contributed to the decrease in contact angle and improved wettability. B. 
Ruan et al. (2010) asserted that the improvement in dehumidification was 
attributed to the surfactant while the nanoparticle plays no significant 
role. B. Ruan et al. (2010) investigated with aluminum oxide in falling 
film on horizontal tube with particle concentration of 0%, 0.05%, 0.5%, 
1% and 2% with Sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate (SDBS) surfactant. 
No significant heat transfer improvement was observed. It was inferred 
that the cause of this might be that the thermal conductivity did not depart 
from the based fluid. Yang et al. (2010) used polyacrylic acid (PAA) and 
sodium dodecyl benzene (SDBS) surfactant with alumina nanoparticle. 
Absoprtion ratio was improved by 30% for combination of Alumina and 
PAA with ammonia solution initial concentration of 15% than using 
SDBS. B. Ruan & Jacobi (2011) asserted that the result of the 
investigation of Alumina with and without surfactant was not 
encouraging in terms of heat transfer enhancement. However, the flow 
transitional Reynold number increased by 20% with 2% nanoparticle 
concentration for water based nanofluid under all mode transition. The 
author did not offer any conclusive explanation citing that more research 
to understand this behavior. Lee (2009) used Arabic gum as a dispersion 
stabilizing agent and added to the lithium bromide solution. This 
combination reduced heat and mass transfer by 18% and 23% 
respectively. The high molecules produced by the Arabic gum addition 
was cited as reason for this which hinders nanoparticle movement. But 
by using 2-Ethyl-1-Hexanol surfactant alone with the nanoparticle, the 
heat and mass transfer were improved by 19% and 77% respectively. The 
surface tension was weakened by the surfactant, inducing Marangoni 
convection which improved heat and mass transfer. 
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Although in theory, the weakening of the surface tension may improve 
heat and mass transfer, not all surfactant will produce positive results. 
The combination of surfactant with nanoparticle will result in unexpected 
results and behavior of the nanofluid as found by B. Ruan, Jacobi, and Li 
(2010), Yang et al. (2010), B. Ruan and Jacobi (2011), and Lee (2009). 
In retrospect, the scope of combination of surfactant and nanofluid alone 
is lacking in literature, which provides great opportunity in 
understanding the performance of the surfactant in a broader range of 
engineering applications.  

In this study, the numerical investigation of nanofluid film on 
horizontal multi-faceted tube will be presented. The combination of 
different geometry will provide different surfaces on similar fluid path. 
This is also one of the motivation of this study since the available 
literature focused on flat vertical and cylinder surface, the study will 
provide an opportunity to understand nanofluid kinematics on non-
circular surfaces. Such condition can be encountered in cooling tower fill 
which essentially comprises of different fill arrangement.  

The study will provide an understanding of the nanofluid film 
characteristics and thermal performance under different flow conditions 
and surfaces. The design of the multi-faceted cylinder is also a novelty 
which can also be applied on other falling film applications including 
refrigeration and desalination.  

The literature involving nanofluid on such surface and falling film 
application is still not extensively addressed and this study aims to 
investigate the effect of nanofluid on parameters that can improve 
thermal performance. Turkyilmazoglu (2017) and Jani (2013) were able 
to show that the film thickness is affected by the nanoparticle 
concentration on flat and curved surfaces. But the characteristics of the 
nanofluid with sharp edges is not available in existing literature to the 
best of the authors’ knowledge and will be addressed in this study. 

 

2. PHYSICAL MODEL 

 
The multi-faceted cylinder considers three main surfaces: a half-round 
tube, vertical flat, and tilted flat surfaces. The dimensions of the multi-
faceted cylinder are shown in Figure 1. The equivalent round cylinder is 
of the same perimeter as the multi-faceted cylinder with a diameter of 
D=26.0234 mm. Cylinders of the same perimeter enable comparison of 
the same heat transfer area. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Multi-faceted cylinder dimensions. 
 

The fluid film location on the cylinders is reported by using the y-
dimensionless location, as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. Y-
dimensionless is the y distance ratio from the top over the total height, H 
of the respective cylinders. The fluid film will flow from Y* =0 at the 
top to Y*=1 to the bottom. The ranges of the three surfaces of the multi-
faceted cylinder are Y*=0 to 0.46, Y*=0.46 to 0.60, and Y*=0.60 to 1, 
representing the half-round, flat vertical, and tilted flat respectively. 

 
Fig. 2 Y* dimensionless location on the multi-faceted cylinder 
 

 
Fig. 3 Y* dimensionless location on round cylinder 
  

To characterize the thermal performance, two dimensionless 
temperatures are used. Twall*, the dimensionless wall temperature, 
identifies the surface with enhanced heat transfer augmentation. Second, 
to determine the thermal boundary layer, the dimensionless temperature, 
T*, is calculated. The dimensionless film thickness, XO, is illustrated in 
Figure 4. 

𝑋! =	 "#"!
""#"!

                        (1) 

 
Fig. 4 Location along the fluid film in the normal direction is     

represented by dimensionless Xo. 

3. NUMERICAL METHODOLOGY 
The numerical model is created with the commercial software FLUENT 
from ANSYS. The laminar viscous model is used in this study. The 
falling fluid film is treated as an incompressible fluid flowing over the 
cylinder surface with a surface tension of 0.073 N/m (Zhao, Ji, He, et al. 
2018) and gravity force. At a normal operating condition of 101,325 
Pascal, the gaseous state is set to be air. The water inlet is located 5 mm 
above the cylinder and has a 2 mm opening. The simulation is performed 
on the symmetrical half of the cylinder. A constant wall heat flux of 
47,300 Watt.m-2 is applied on the wall. 

3.1 Governing equations 

The velocity of the fluid film at the inlet is calculated using the classical 
Reynolds number as followed: 

Re = (ρVD)/μ                      (2) 

The film Reynolds number with the liquid load in the parameter in this 
study is defined as (Bock, Meyer, and Thome 2019) (Pu et al. 2019) (Jin 
et al. 2019), 
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Re = 4 Γ/ µ                       (3) 

In two-dimensional coordinates, the continuity expression is as 
follows: 

∇V=0                          (4) 

The momentum equation of the mixture is 
$
$%
(𝜌𝒗) + ∇(𝜌𝒗𝒗) = −∇𝑝 + ∇[𝜇(∇𝒗 + ∇𝒗𝒗𝑻)] + 𝜌𝑔 + 𝑭     (5) 
 
The third term on the right-hand side represents the gravitational force, 

whereas the last term is the external body force or surface tension. 
The surface tension is represented by the following expression, which 

is implemented through the Continuum Surface Stress (CSS),  

𝑭 = 𝜵𝑻                         (6) 

where 

𝑻 = surface stress tensor                 (7)
        

The energy equation for the mixture is expressed as follows, 

$
$%
(𝜌𝐶'𝑇) + 𝛻. (𝜌𝐶'𝑇�⃗�) = 𝛻. 9(

)#
𝛻𝐶'𝑇:           (8) 

For a fluid mixture, the volume of fluid (VOF) approach is used, which 
is a well-established method for tracking the interface of two immiscible 
liquids. The modified continuity equation below represents the 
distribution of the liquid phase in a two-phase flow with no mass transfer 
between the two phases. α2 is the volume fraction of the secondary phase, 
which is the liquid phase. 

$
$%
(𝛼*𝜌*) + 𝛻. (𝛼*𝜌*�⃗�*) = 0                 (9) 

The α1 which represents the volume fraction of the air phase, is 
computed by the following expression, 

𝛼+ + 𝛼* = 1                      (10) 
 

3.2 Nanofluid properties 
The assumption of this study is that the nanoparticles are dispersed 
evenly within the base fluid which means the concentration is considered 
uniform. Well established classical formulas are used to calculate the 
effective physical properties of the nanofluid. The volume fraction, φ 
used in this study is 0.02. The following expressions are used to calculate 
the nanofluid physical properties: 

The density is calculated based on Bock Choon Pak (2013) expression. 

𝜌,- = (1 − ∅)𝜌- + ∅𝜌.                  (11) 

The thermal conductivity is approximated based on Maxwell-Garnett 
model (Oztop and Abu-Nada 2008). 

!!"
!"
=	 !#"#!"$#∅&!"$!#'

!#"#!""∅&!"$!#'
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (12) 

	

Xuan-Roetzel equation (Xuan and Roetzel 2000) is used to determine 
the specific heat capacity. 

 

?𝜌𝐶.@,- = (1 − ∅)?𝜌𝐶.@- + ∅?𝜌𝐶.@.            (13) 

 

There are several models available in literature to determine the 
dynamic viscosity, namely Wang et. al (1999) and Drew et. al (1999). 
Each models were developed under different assumptions. In this study 
the dynamic viscosity is calculated from work of Brinkman (Brinkman 
1952) represented by Eq. (14) which is more generalized. Comparison of 
the various dynamic viscosity models applied and discrepancies in results 
was investigated by Duangthongsuk and Wongwises (2008). According 
to the authors, the low volume fraction will yield similar results of 
Nusselt and heat transfer coefficient using the various available models 
(Duangthongsuk and Wongwises 2008). 

𝜇,- =
/$

(+#1)".&
                       (14) 

 

The coefficients for Brownian motion and thermophoresis are 
calculated as: 

𝐷3 =	
4'

56/($7)
                      (15) 

 

𝐷8 = 	𝛽 /($
9($

                       (16) 

𝛽 = 0.26 4($
*4($:4)

                     (17) 
 

Where kB is the Boltzmann constant and ds is the nanoparticle 
diameter assumed to be 1✕10-7 mm (Rashidi, Mahian, and Languri 2018). 
Thus, the parameter NBT which is the ratio of the Brownian and the 
thermophoresis coefficients is determined by the following expression. 

𝑁38 =	
;'8("

;*<
                        (18) 

 
In order to take into account, the operating temperature of the fluid in 

the investigation, the bulk temperature of the fluid is used and calculated 
as Tb=(Tw+Ti)/2. Tw is the average temperature on the wall and Ti is the 
fluid inlet temperature of 325 K. The local temperature of the fluid film 
is determined from θ =|Tw-T|, where T is the fluid temperature at the 
boundary of gas-liquid interface, the same location the fluid thickness is 
calculated. Thus the parameter NBT which is a non-dimensional variable 
will be used to investigate the extent of Brownian motion effect on the 
circular and multi-faceted surface (Buongiorno 2006). For NBT > 1, the 
thermophoresis effect can be ignored and the Brownian motion is 
assumed to have dominant role. The NBT is calculated along the length 
of the fluid thickness in the normal direction to the cylinder surface and 
represented by the dimensionless film thickness, XO.  

 

Table 1 Thermophysical properties of nanoparticle and water 

Nanoparticle/
Base fluid 

Density, 
ρ 

Thermal 
conductivity, 

k 
Specific 
heat, Cp 

Dynamic 
viscosity, 

𝜇 

TiO2 4250 8.9538 686.2 - 

Al2O3 3970 40 765 - 

Water 997.1 0.613 4179 0.000891 
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Table 2 Thermophysical properties of water-based nanofluid at φ =0.02 

Nanofluid Density, ρ 
Thermal 

conductivity, 
k 

Specific 
heat, Cp 

Dynamic 
viscosity, 

μ 

Al2O3 1056.56 0.64882 3922.44 0.0009372 

TiO2 1062.16 0.64364 3899.49 0.0009372 

 

3.3 Mesh and discretization method 
The semi-implicit method for pressure linked equations was used to solve 
the pressure coupling (SIMPLE). The compressive volume fraction is 
used to determine the fluid film's free surface location. To discretize the 
pressure, the body force weighted scheme is used. The first-order upwind 
scheme is used to solve the energy and momentum problems. The model 
is a multiphase system with air and water as the primary components. 

Figure 5 presents the mesh of the solution on the circular cylinder. The 
grid is refined near the cylinder wall to obtain more accurate results of 
film thickness. 

 

 
Fig. 5 The boundary and calculation domain on the circular cylinder. 

 
3.4 Mesh independence analysis 
Three simulations are performed to provide grid sensitivity analysis. A 
water liquid load of =0.168 kg.m-1.s-1, a liquid feeder height of 5 mm, 
and a cylinder diameter of 25.4 mm are used, with grids of 70✕500, 
90✕500, and 100✕500 concentrated radially along the cylinder surface. 
Figure 6 depicts the film thickness of these simulations. Each grid system 
agrees with one another with only a minor difference near the cylinder's 
bottom. In this study, the grid 90✕500 was chosen and used. 
 

 
 
Fig. 6 Film thickness of various grid (Г=0.168 kg.m-1.s-1, Hf=5 mm, 

D=25.4 mm) 

3.5 Model validation 
 

  
Fig. 7 Average heat transfer coefficient of 25.4 mm diameter round tube 

based on the experimental work of Parken et al. (1990) and 
numerical results versus Reynolds number. 

 
Figure 7 depicts the average heat transfer coefficient of a circular tube 

obtained from experimental work by Parken et al. (1990) and numerical 
simulation. Heat transfer via falling film evaporation was experimentally 
investigated in his/her work. For both boiling and non-boiling conditions, 
different feed water temperatures were used. The water inlet is located 
6.3 mm above the horizontal tube's 25.4 mm diameter. The experiments 
yielded correlation which is used to calculate the average heat transfer 
coefficient, which the current study validated the numerical results. The 
heat transfer coefficient increases as the Reynolds number increases, 
which is consistent with experimental values. The solution percentage 
error is less than 15% and steadily decreasing, approaching Re=2000. 
The physics of increasing average heat transfer with increasing Re is 
acceptable for the study. Although the percentage error is less than 15%, 
the results are presented relative to the round tube, which is satisfactory 
for this study. 

 
Fig. 8 Comparison of the film thickness in this present study and 

literature. (Zhao, Ji, Jin, et al. 2018) (Hou et al. 2012) (Wunder, 
Enders, and Semiat 2017) 

 
To predict the thickness of a fluid film over a horizontal tube, several 

models have been developed. Zhao, Ji, Jin, et al. (2018) used explicit 
VOF to develop the correlation as a result of regression analysis that 
included the effect of Re, We, and Ar numbers. In comparison to the 
current study's direct film thickness extraction (Figure 8), the first-order 
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momentum solution over-predicts the solution The physics of the current 
study's film thickness, on the other hand, is similar to that of Zhao, Ji, Jin, 
et al. (2018), in which the thickness decreases as the angular location 
increases. This study obtained the fluid thickness data along the 0.99 
VOF boundary, whereas previous studies only used data at a particular 
angular location. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
In this section, the main findings are presented, and the key findings will 
be highlighted. The numerical solution is conducted for constant wall 
heat flux for both horizontal cylinders under Reynolds number 1000, 
1250, 1500, and 2000. Water and nanofluid with Alumina (Al2O3) and 
Titania (TiO2) nanoparticles in water-based fluid are used to investigate 
their thermal performance and fluid characteristics on non-circular and 
circular surfaces represented by the multi-faceted cylinder and circular 
cylinder respectively. 
 
4.1 Characteristics of nanofluid film thickness on multi-

faceted cylinder 

 
Fig. 9 Dimensions of the circular (C) and multi-faceted (MF) tube and 

respective Y*. X = 0 indicates the symmetrical line of the tube. 
δ*= XC-XMF, indicated by the dashed blue line. 

 
Figure 9 presents the actual dimension of the circular and multi-faceted 
cylinder. Although the tubes have a similar perimeter, their overall 
shapes, however, have sectional differences in dimension. In order to 
observe the locations of the surfaces on the tubes, the dimensionless Y* 
is used.  

On the Y-axis on the left, the Y* of the circular and multi-faceted tube 
is provided. Since the height of the multi-faceted tube is slightly larger 
than the circular cylinder, the YMF* scale is longer. The circular and 
multi-faceted relative to the x-axis between the two cylinders is δ*= XC-
XMF, indicated by the dashed blue line. The vertical line A-B is located 
at X=0.  

When the dashed blue line is in the positive region of the A-B vertical 
line, the circular cylinder is larger than the multi-faceted cylinder relative 
to the x-axis. This enables us to identify the key surface at Y* based on 
surface change.  

Thus, according to δ*, on the circular Y* scale, the circular cylinder is 
larger for the most part, but at YC*=0 to YC*=0.625, the change is not 
that significant. At YC*=0.66, the multi-faceted cylinder is larger where 
the lower sharp edge of the vertical flat surface is located indicated by 
the δ* in the negative region. The circular cylinder experiences the most 
significant δ* at approximately YC*=0.66 to YC*=1. 

 
Fig. 10 Film thickness of Alumina(A) and Titania(T) on the 

circular(C) and multi-faceted (MF) cylinder at various Re 
versus Y* 

 
Figure 10 shows that the multi-faceted cylinder produces higher fluid 

thickness at approximately 0.4 < Y* < 1, which are located on the vertical 
and tilted flat surface component of the multi-faceted cylinder. The fluid 
thickness is not clearly distinguishable between TiO2 and Al2O3 in which 
case it can be considered similar. 

According to δ*, the shape difference from Y*=0 to Y*=0.5 indicating 
small surface change. But based on Figure 9, the fluid thickness of the 
circular cylinder is slightly higher than multi-faceted cylinder within this 
range. This observation suggests that even a slight changes in the circular 
diameter can greatly affect the fluid thickness. The higher δ* slightly 
after Y*=0.6 however does not greatly impact fluid thickness as the flow 
is progressing into final section of the bottom half of both cylinders. 

 
Fig. 11 Film thickness of Alumina(A) and Water(W) on the 

circular(C) and multi-faceted (MF) cylinder at various Re 
versus Y* 

 
The significant difference in fluid film thickness between water and 

Alumina can be observed on the multi-faceted cylinder, particularly at 
the vertical and tilted flat surfaces. According to Figure 11, between 
0.4<Y*<0.6, the film thickness increases drastically by almost 50% and 
100% by Alumina and water, respectively. Beyond Y*>0.6, all fluid flow 
reduces but is still larger than that produced on the circular surface 
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component on the top half of the cylinder. Between 0.4<Y*<0.8, 
Alumina shows greater increment than water in which within the same 
Y* range, water does not show a significant difference in film thickness 
with increasing Re.  

 
Fig. 12 Film thickness of Alumina(A) and Water(W) on the 

circular(C) cylinder at various Re versus Y* 
 

Figure 12 highlights the fluid thickness of Alumina and water on the 
circular cylinder. It is clear that with increasing Reynolds number, water 
produced higher fluid thickness compared to the nanofluid. The film 
thickness for all fluid flow at all Re decreases with decreasing Y*. This 
is also an affirmation which according to Jani (2013), heat transfer is 
improved due to thinner fluid film by nanofluid. 
 
4.2 Characteristics of nanofluid shear stress on multi-faceted 

cylinder 
The wall shear stress is of significant interest in this study because it 
indirectly reveals the degree of motion of the fluid film. It determines the 
time rate of strain of the fluid film or, in other word, the fluid film 
velocity normal to the wall. The time rate of strain is directly proportional 
to the shear stress as per following expression, which represents the shear 
stress of a liquid near a wall, 
 

𝜏 = 𝜇 7=
7>?

               (19) 
 

The shear stress is determined by the viscosity, and the strain time rate 
7=
7>?

 , which also represents the velocity gradient normal to the wall. In 
this study, the wall shear stress is dependent on the time rate of strain or 
the velocity gradient, assuming the liquid viscosity is constant. 

 
Fig. 13 Wall shear stress of Alumina (A) and Water(W) on the 

circular(C) cylinder at various Re versus Y* 

Figure 13 shows the wall shear stress of Alumina and Water on the 
circular cylinder at various Re. Water fluid film produces relatively 
higher shear stress than Alumina with increasing Re. The shear stress 
starts very high at the inlet at Y*=0 and decreases at Y*=0.2. It then 
stabilizes before increasing slightly at Y*=0.5 before decreasing towards 
the bottom of the circular cylinder. Excluding the shear stress at the inlet, 
the peak shear stress is located at Y*=0.5, which is at the center of the 
circular cylinder surface. 

 
 

 
Fig. 14 Wall shear stress of Alumina (A) and Water (W) on the multi-

faceted (MF) cylinder at various Re versus Y* 
 
 

Figure 14 presents the shear stress of water and Alumina on the multi-
faceted cylinder. Water produced higher shear stress similar to that on 
the circular cylinder. The shear stress pattern is also quite similar with 
the fluid flow on the circular cylinder from Y*=0 to Y*=0.4, representing 
the circular surface component of the multi-faceted cylinder. As the fluid 
film travels down the vertical flat surface at Y*=0.4 to Y*=0.6, the shear 
stress increases drastically. At the precise location of Y*=0.4 and Y*=0.6, 
where there are sharp edges indicating surface changes, the fluid film will 
experience a drop in shear stress as it travels on a different surface. 

The shear stress on the multi-faceted cylinder is relatively higher than 
the circular cylinder. The larger surface of the circular cylinder relative 
to the x-axis according to the δ* at Y*=0 to Y*=0.5 suggests that a larger 
cylinder diameter will result in lower shear stress. The even larger δ*at 
Y*=0.6 to Y*=0.9 increases the shear stress on multi-faceted cylinder. 
This surface location is represented by the tilted flat section of the multi-
faceted cylinder and the bottom half of the circular cylinder. 

The optimum film thickness slightly after Y*=0.6 indicates that the 
fluid is accumulating at the particular region. Combined with an increase 
in velocity and capitalizing from the gravity force from Y*=0.4 to 
Y*=0.6, the fluid moves into a different surface area at the trailing edge 
of the vertical flat surface. The maximum shear stress is located near this 
vicinity, at Y*=0.6. As the fluid passes the sharp edge at the trailing edge 
of the vertical flat surface, the surface change causes the fluid to 
accumulate, giving rise to optimum fluid thickness. Accordingly, the 
shear stress is also at the lowest value at this point, indicating that the 
accumulation process has resulted in reduced velocity, which s 
contributed by the flow separation (Figure 15). 
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Fig. 15 The streamline of alumina fluid film on the tilted surface of the 

multi-faceted cylinder at Re=1500 shows flow separation at the 
location of maximum fluid thickness formation at 
approximately Y*=0.68. 

 
4.3 Brownian motion on the cylinder surface 
In this study, the NBT >1 indicates that the Brownian diffusivity is 
dominant in the fluid flow compared to thermophoresis. Although the 
Brownian motion is generally dominant in the fluid film, the motion's 
intensity depends on a multitude of factors, such as wall temperature, 
shear stress, fluid temperature & velocity, and cylinder surfaces. The NBT 
thus shows different characteristics on the multi-faceted and circular 
cylinder, which will be highlighted in this section. 
 

 
Fig. 16 NBT of Alumina (A) and Titania(T) on the circular(C) cylinder 

at various Re versus XO 
 

The NBT is classified into three phases in this study. The maximum 
NBT is located at approximately 0<X1

O<0.06, which is considered to be 
in the optimum NBT phase. The NBT moves into the transition phase at 
0.06<XO< 0.4 and reaches its steady-state phase at 0.4< X2

O for the 
circular cylinder at Re=2000 (Figure 16). Generally, it is observed that 
the optimum NBT phase is close to the cylinder wall. The region of the 
phases indicated by the area covered by XO suggests that the steady-state 
region is dominant in the fluid film, followed by the transition and 
optimum phases region. 

 
Fig. 17 NBT of Alumina (A) and Titania(T) on the multi-faceted (MF) 

cylinder at various Re versus XO 
 

Figure 17 shows the NBT on the multi-faceted cylinder at various Y*. 
The optimum phase is located at a similar XO as the circular cylinder. 
The transition phase, however, is at a lower region than the circular 
cylinder at approximately XO=0.2.  This observation suggests that the 
NBT of the fluid film on the multi-faceted cylinder reaches its steady-state 
condition closer to the cylinder wall than the circular cylinder at Re=2000. 

 
 

 
Fig. 18 NBT of Titania (T) on the circular(C) cylinder at various 

Re=1000 and Re=2000(Blue curve) versus XO 

 
Based on Figure 18, the region of optimum NBT phase increases with 

increasing Re, indicating higher Brownian diffusivity along the film 
thickness on the circular cylinder. Nevertheless, this is not significant as 
the highest XO at Y*=0.95 for Re=2000 only occurs at the very bottom 
of the circular cylinder. Excluding this point, the optimum NBT phase 
region decreases from 0.05<Y*<0.85 with increasing Re and Y*. The 
steady-state NBT phase increases with increasing Re.  
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Fig. 19 NBT of Alumina (A) on the multi-faceted (MF) cylinder at 

Re=1000 and Re=2000(Blue curve) versus XO 
 

The steady-state NBT phase is also increasing with Re on the multi-
faceted cylinder (Figure 19). However, the optimum NBT phase shows no 
significant change with increasing Re for the multi-faceted cylinder's 
circular component and vertical flat surface. However, the optimum NBT 
phase on the tilted flat surface shows a decreasing trend with increasing 
Re, based on XO at Y*0.85. 
 

 
Fig. 20 NBT of Alumina (A) on the circular(C) and multi-faceted (MF) 

cylinder at various Re=2000 versus XO 
 

The steady-state NBT is relatively higher on the multi-faceted cylinder 
than the circular cylinder (Figure 20). Excluding the NBT of the circular 
cylinder at Y*=0.95, which is located near the bottom of the cylinder, the 
optimum NBT phase shows no significant difference between the circular 
and multi-faceted cylinder. 
 

 
Fig. 21 NBT of Alumina(A) and Titania(T) on the circular(C) cylinder 

at Re=2000 versus XO 
 

Figure 21 depicts the NBT of Titania and Alumina on the circular 
cylinder at various Y* locations. As the fluid film travels down on the 
circular cylinder surface, the optimum phase NBT region increases almost 
uniformly before rising drastically at Y*=0.95. The XO on the circular 
cylinder is increasing with increasing Y*, indicating the optimum phase 
NBT is increasing along the film thickness, away from the cylinder wall. 

 
 

 
Fig. 22 NBT of Alumina (A) and Titania(T) on the multi-faceted(MF) 

cylinder at Re=2000 versus XO 
 

A similar characteristic can be observed on the circular surface 
component of the multi-faceted cylinder from 0.04<Y*<0.46, which 
suggests that the optimum phase NBT is moving away from the cylinder 
wall with rising XO (Figure 22).  
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Fig. 23 NBT of Titania(T) on the multi-faceted(MF) cylinder at 

Re=1000 versus XO 
 

NBT on the multi-faceted cylinder behaves differently than on the 
circular cylinder because of fluid flow characteristics on its non-circular 
surfaces. Figure 23 represents the NBT on the multi-faceted cylinder at 
different surfaces indicated by the various Y* values. On the circular part 
of the cylinder at 0.04<Y*<0.46, XO increases uniformly in the optimum 
and transition phase. However, as the fluid film travels down on the 
vertical flat surface at 0.53<Y*<0.6, XO decreases. XO further decreases 
in the optimum phase as the fluid film enters the leading edge of the flat 
tilted surface at 0.7<Y*, and rises slightly as the fluid film travels to the 
bottom of the cylinder. However, XO in the optimum phase never exceeds 
the maximum XO produced on the circular surface component. This 
observation suggests that the region of optimum NBT phase at the vertical 
and tilted flat surfaces moves closer to the cylinder wall, consequently 
increasing the steady-state NBT phase region. The steady-state NBT phase 
is slightly higher on the tilted flat surface than vertical flat and circular 
surfaces. 

Cheng and Peng (2020) and Malvandi et al. (2016) presented their 
work focusing on particle migration of nanofluid film. According to 
Cheng and Peng (2020), an increase in nanoparticle concentration will 
enhance heat transfer. In this study, the nanoparticle concentration is 
constant; thus, the thermal augmentation on the cylinder is contributed 
by the properties of the nanofluid relative to water and the effect of the 
multi-faceted cylinder surface on the characteristics of the fluid film. 

It is established that the wall shear stress is more significant on the 
multi-faceted cylinder, particularly contributed by the non-circular 
surfaces. When the velocity gradient normal to the wall increases, the 
Brownian motion is enhanced, ultimately compressing the nanoparticle 
close to the cylinder wall. The higher the wall shear stress, the smaller 
the region of the optimum NBT phase. In other words, the region gets 
closer to the cylinder wall. This is supported by the observation in Figure 
19 and 23. 
 
4.4 Thermal performance of multi-faceted cylinder and 

circular cylinder 
In this section, the thermal performance of the fluid film will be presented 
in three categories; dimensionless temperatures, the normalized Nusselt 
number, and the average heat transfer coefficient. The dimensionless 
temperatures will focus on the characterization of the thermal 
augmentation on the cylinder surfaces by the dimensionless wall 
temperature, Twall*, and the thermal boundary layer dimensionless 
temperature, T*. The normalized Nusselt number will be presented by 

normalizing the Nusselt number of the multi-faceted cylinder with the 
circular cylinder under the corresponding fluid. 

 
Fig. 24 Dimensionless wall temperature, TWall* of 

Alumina(A),Titania(T) and water(W) at various Re 
 

TWall*>1 means that the multi-faceted wall temperature is lower than 
the circular cylinder at the corresponding Y*. This indicated that at 
similar Y* location, the heat transfer is improved on the multi-faceted 
cylinder. The condition is vice versa when TWall*<1. According to Figure 
24, Twall*>1 is significantly higher along Y*>0.5 on the multi-faceted 
cylinder. The thermal performance of the round cylinder shows a gradual 
and steady minuscule increase along the surface of the upper half of the 
cylinder between 0<Y*<0.5, after which the thermal performance of the 
circular cylinder begins to decrease. This observation reveals that most 
of the thermal augmentation on the multi-faceted cylinder occurs on the 
vertical and tilted flat surface. The thermal augmentation peaks at the 
vicinity of Y*=0.8, located at the midpoint of the tilted flat surface. 
 

 
Fig. 25 Phase diagram of alumina on the multi-faceted tube at 

Re=2000 (Top left corner). The corresponding isotherms, T*iso 
by respective locations are denoted by a) circular surface, b) 
vertical flat surface, c) leading and d) trailing edge of tilted flat 
surface 

 
T*iso denotes the temperature of the fluid film, which is non-

dimensionalized by the fluid's Tinlet.T*iso indicates the local thermal 
distribution of the fluid film and hence does not offer the evaluation of 
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relative thermal performance in comparison to the circular and multi-
faceted tube represented by T*wall. 

The phase diagram and isotherms of the alumina on the multi-faceted 
tube are shown in Figure 25 at Re=2000. The region of high T*iso may 
be seen on the non-circular components of the multi-faceted tube's 
surfaces in Figure 25 (b), (c), and (d). In this regard, a greater T*iso 
indicates superior thermal performance. The T*iso on the circular surface 
in Figure 25 (a) is lower than on the other surfaces. 
 

 
Fig. 26 Phase diagram of alumina on the circular cylinder at Re=2000 

(Top left corner). The corresponding isotherms, T*iso by 
location are denoted by a) Y*=0.1, b) Y*=0.5, and c) Y*=0.95 

 
Figure 26 depicts the phase diagram and T*iso of alumina on the 

circular cylinder. Higher T*iso is observed near the lower half of the 
cylinder wall. This is also consistent with the observation on water fluid 
film on circular cylinder in our other work (Amir. Fithry, Zamri, and 
Hassan Saiful H. 2021). The nanofluid film displays similar trend of 
characteristics in T*iso as water fluid film on the circular and multi-
faceted surfaces. Nevertheless, the thermal boundary layer is different 
due to different fluid thickness. 

 

 
Fig. 27 Dimensionless temperature, T* of Titania(T) and water(W) on 

the circular cylinder(C) at Re=2000 and various Y* location 
 

Figure 27 depicts the thermal boundary layer, T* of Titania, and water 
on the circular cylinder. T* decreases with increasing XO for all fluid 

flow but T* increases with increasing Y*. T* of Titania is slightly higher 
than water. In general, the local temperature decreases with increasing 
XO and reaches its lowest value at approximately XO=0.4. In this case, a 
higher T* indicates a better heat transfer performance because the 
cylinder wall is under constant wall heat flux. Although the fluid film 
thickness of water is generally higher than nanofluid, lower T* of water 
suggests that the fluid thickness is not adequate compared to Titania 
which produces lower film thickness. This is contributed to the thermal 
properties of the nanofluid. 
 

 
Fig. 28 Dimensionless temperature, T* of Titania(T) and water(W) 

on the multi-faceted cylinder(MF) at Re=2000 and various 
Y* location 

 
In general, T* shows the same increasing trend with Y* and decreasing 

with XO on the circular component between 0.04<Y*<0.46 for all fluid 
flow, according to Figure 28. On the vertical flat surface at 
0.53<Y*<0.60, T* shows a significant rise with Y*. Although T* on the 
tilted flat surface at 0.7<Y*<0.85 is lower at lower XO, T* increases 
drastically at XO=0.1. The vertical and tilted flat surfaces also produce 
significantly higher T* than the circular surface component in which 
T*>0 when it reaches XO=1. Relatively, Titania has a higher T* than 
water. 

 
Fig. 29 Dimensionless temperature, T* of Titania(T) on the circular(C) 

and multi-faceted cylinder(MF) at Re=2000 and various Y* 
location 
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In general, T* is relatively higher on the multi-faceted than the circular 
cylinder. Excluding T* at Y*=0.95 on the circular cylinder near the 
bottom, T* reaches a steady state at approximately XO=0.4 with T*=0. 
T* on the vertical and tilted flat surface on the multi-faceted cylinder, 
however, reaches T*=0 at XO=0.8 at the trailing edge of the vertical flat 
surface, while T*>0 on the tilted flat surface (Figure 29). This suggests 
that the non-circular surfaces of the multi-faceted cylinder produce 
higher T*, consequently enhancing heat transfer of the fluid film. 
 

 
Fig. 30 Average heat transfer coefficient, HTC of Alumina(A), 

Titania(T), and Water(W) on the circular(C) and multi-faceted 
(MF) cylinder versus Re 

 
Figure 30 illustrate the heat transfer coefficient, HTC of the nanofluids, 

and water on the circular and multi-faceted cylinder at various Re. The 
HTC is increasing with increasing Re for all fluid flow. The circular 
cylinder produced the lowest HTC with the lowest by water. The 
Alumina produces slightly higher HTC than Titania on the circular and 
multi-faceted cylinder, but not that significant. Water produces higher 
HTC than Titania at Re=2000. Generally, the highest HTC is produced 
by the multi-faceted cylinder with the highest by Alumina, Titania and 
water respectively. 

 
Fig. 31 Nu normalized to Nu of Water on the circular cylinder, Nuo

cw, 
of Alumina(A), Titania(T), and Water(W) versus Re 

 

Figure 31 illustrates the Nusselt number normalized to the Nusselt 
number of water fluid film on the circular cylinder, considering it 
produces the lowest HTC compared to fluid film on the multi-faceted 
cylinder and nanofluid. All types of fluid flow show thermal 
improvement relative to the water fluid film on the circular cylinder. 
Nanofluids on circular cylinder do not exhibit much improvement in this 
respect with increasing Re. The improvement is slightly decreased at 
Re=1500. A similar trend is observed by the nanofluid with the exception 
of Alumina, which shows considerable improvement at Re=2000. There 
is an approximately 2.5% increase of improvement by nanofluid 
compared to water on the multi-faceted cylinder at 1000<Re<1500. 
Nevertheless, water shows almost a linear improvement at increasing Re 
with the highest improvement almost matching NuO of Alumina at 
Re=2000. 

 
Fig. 32 Nu normalized to Nu of corresponding fluid on the circular 

cylinder, NuO of Alumina(A), Titania(T), and Water(W) 
versus Re 

 
Figure 32 illustrates the Nusselt number of fluid flows on the multi-

faceted cylinder normalized with the Nusselft number of the 
corresponding fluid flow on the circular cylinder. Water shows a linear 
improvement of NuO with increasing Re. However, nanofluid shows 
linear improvement at 1000<Re<1500, but the NuO drops for Titania at 
Re=2000, which indicates that the improvement achieved is less than 
achieved at lower Re. However, Alumina shows slight improvement at 
Re=2000. In this regard, all fluid flow shows significant advantages on 
the multi-faceted cylinder than the circular cylinder. However, the 
improvement is more significant in water, followed by Alumina and 
Titania, respectively. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 
The fluid film's thermal performance and dynamics over a multi-faceted 
horizontal cylinder have been investigated numerically and compared to 
its equivalent round cylinder by using water and nanofluid of Al and Ti2O 
as nanoparticles. The improvement of thermal performance can be 
attributed to two factors in this study: the multi-faceted surface and the 
properties of the nanofluid. 

Based on the results and discussion in the previous section, the 
following conclusions are made: 
 
1. Even though water produces the maximum fluid film thickness on 

the multi-faceted cylinder, there is no significant rise with 
increasing Re at the non-circular surfaces. Titania and Alumina, 
however, show a significant increase in fluid film thickness on the 
non-circular surfaces with increasing Re. The increase of fluid 
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thickness at the non-circular surfaces is 50% and 100% for 
nanofluid and water, respectively. 

2. NBT on both cylinders can be classified into three phases: the 
optimum, transition, and steady-state NBT phase. The steady-state 
NBT phase increases on the multi-faceted cylinder. It gets closer to 
the cylinder wall than the circular cylinder. The steady-state NBT 
increases with increasing Re and is higher on the multi-faceted 
cylinder. The steady-state NBT can be used as the average NBT of a 
particular fluid flow on a particular cylinder because it is the 
dominant phase. 

3. The higher wall shear stress on the non-circular surfaces of the multi-
faceted cylinder contributed to the optimum NBT phase moving closer 
to the cylinder wall and decreasing the optimum NBT phase region, 
consequently increasing the steady-state NBT phase region. 

4. The thermal augmentation on the multi-faceted cylinder is 
contributed by the non-circular surfaces in which the thermal 
boundary layer, T*, is larger than the circular cylinder for all fluid 
flow. Alumina and Titania produce relatively more significant T* 
than water on both cylinders. 

5. In general, nanofluid produces higher HTC than water on both 
cylinders. Higher HTC is also produced by the multi-faceted than the 
circular cylinder. However, water produces higher HTC than Titania 
at Re=2000. 

6. Nanofluid produces higher Nu than water on both cylinders. 
However, in terms of improvement in heat transfer relative to the 
water on the circular cylinder, water fluid flow shows a more 
significant and linear improvement than nanofluid. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

CP   Specific heat capacity, [J/K.Kg ] 
D    Diameter,[mm] 
DB   Brownian motion coefficient 
DT   Thermophoresis coefficient 
ds    nanoparticle diameter, [mm] 
Hmf    Height of the multi-faceted cylinder, [mm] 
HTC   Heat transfer coefficient, [W m-2K-1] 
k     thermal conductivity, [W m-1K-1] 
kB    Boltzmann constant, [m2.kg/s2.K] 
NBT   Ratio of Brownian motion to thermophoresis coefficients 
Numf   Nusselt number of multi-faceted cylinder = hHmf/K 
Nuc   Nusselt number of circular cylinder = hDC/K 
Nuo    Normalized Nusselt number = Numf/Nuc 
Nuo

cw   Normalized to Nusselt number of water on circular cylinder = 
Numf/Nucw 

P    Pressure, [Pa] 
Re   Reynolds number  
Q’    Heat flux, [W m-2] 
T    Temperature, [Celcius/Kelvin] 
Tb    Bulk temperature, [Celcius/Kelvin] 
Tw   Wall temperature, [Celcius/Kelvin] 
Ti    Inlet temperature, [Celcius/Kelvin] 
T*   Non-dimensionalized temperature = (T-Tinlet) /Twall-Tinlet) 

Twall *  Non-dimensionalized wall temperature = (Twall C-Tsat) /(Twall 

MF-Tsat) 
T*iso    Non-dimensionalized isothermal temperature = T/Tinlet 
V    Velocity, [m s-1] 
𝒗    Velocity vector, [m s-1] 
Xo   Dimensionless film thickness, [mm] 
Y    Height of the cylinder, [mm] 
Y*    y-dimensionless = y/Y 
𝑦H    Velocity normal to the cylinder wall 
y     cylinder location based on distance from the top, [mm] 
 
Greek 
δ    Film thickness, [mm] 
δ*    Circular and multi-faceted dimension differences, [mm] 
τ    Shear stress, [Pa] 
µ    Dynamic viscosity, [Pa.s] 
ρ     Density, [kg m-3] 
𝜎    Surface tension coefficient, [N m-1] 
Γ    Liquid load/mass flow rate per length, [kg s-1m-1] 
φ /∅   Nanofluid volume fraction 
𝜃    Local temperature difference 
 
Subscripts 
1    Air phase 
2    Water phase 
nf    nanofluid 
f    fluid 
p    particle 
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